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Numerous deadly terrorist attacks across Europe – from the 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack in Paris and the Manchester Arena bombing of 2016 to the far-right firearms assault in Hanau, Germany in early 2020 – demonstrate that self-activating terrorism (sometimes referred to as lone actor or small cell terrorism) has become a major security concern for the continent.

Much of the current ‘conventional wisdom’ around these kinds of actors assumes that terrorist financing and a counterterrorist financing (CTF) response are not relevant to this growing threat. Reports of attacks involving little to no preparation or financial resourcing have shaped a false perception that self-activator activity produces no usable financial intelligence. This has generated a high degree of unease among both CTF professionals in law enforcement, whose role it is to use legal investigatory powers to apprehend terrorists and would-be terrorists, and practitioners in the financial services sector, whose controls and instruments are designed to identify and report abuse of the financial system by terrorists planning attacks. The natural fear is that if the private sector cannot produce the kind of financial intelligence required, then law enforcement cannot do its job as effectively as it might.

In light of this, the European Commission commissioned RUSI Europe to carry out this research study as part of Project CRAAFT, which seeks to answer two related research questions:

1. How do self-activating terrorists operating in Europe conduct their financial attack preparations?
2. How should the CTF regime be changed to meet this pervasive terrorist threat?

For evidence, the research team reviewed relevant academic and policy literature and credible media reports, conducted 37 semi-structured interviews with relevant experts, reviewed 106 cases of successful and disrupted self-activated attacks in Europe between January 2015 and November 2020, and carried out three in-depth case study analyses.

Key Findings

For research question 1:

- Attack planning by self-activating terrorists can have a financial and commercial dimension that is not yet fully appreciated by practitioners.

---
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• Self-activating terrorists’ financial activity is not necessarily negligible or invisible, and they may use a range of financial channels and products, including cash, digital payments and in a small number of cases, new financial technologies, to undertake their activities.

• The economic ecosystem that self-activating terrorists (and terrorists in general) currently operate within is broad, and their financial activities also leave commercial traces, some of which may be pronounced.

For research question 2:

• CTF faces basic problems with the detection of financial intelligence because of its focus on outdated models of terrorist financing, problems which are exacerbated in small-scale but complex threats such as self-activating terrorists.

• Where the private sector provides well-prepared financial intelligence, it is often poorly aligned to investigative priorities, or poorly distributed, and therefore goes unexploited.

• Current lead-generating initiatives that could identify potential financial intelligence on self-activating terrorists have not been fully encouraged or exploited by the public sector.

• Current CTF collaborations are not structurally flexible or wide-ranging enough to tackle the self-activating terrorist problem proactively.

Recommendations

• It is vital that Europol, Eurojust and other relevant EU-level agencies work with member states’ law enforcement and intelligence agencies on the collection and analysis of sensitive and publicly unavailable financial and commercial information in self-activating terrorism cases to create an evidence-based understanding of attack-planning behaviours and a library of typologies that could provide financial institutions with a better understanding of the logistics of self-activating terrorism events.

• The private sector and EU agencies have better prospects of tracing suspicious activity where cash is not used. The European Commission should therefore review the potential benefits of limiting cash payments (or requiring customer identification and verification) in the purchase of a small number of high-risk items such as ornamental or ritualistic edged weapons, or chemicals used in improvised explosive devices.

• In keeping with its wider anti-money-laundering (AML)/CTF responsibilities, the European Commission should undertake an annual review with relevant EU agencies to
ensure that its Anti-Money Laundering Directives cover all relevant emerging financial technologies and platforms that might be used by criminals and terrorists.

• The European Commission should consider developing a list of high-risk items that have been/could be used in self-activating terrorism or other attacks to guide vendor decisions on whether to execute a sale.

• The European Commission should review whether specific types of retail outlet which sell high-risk items should be encouraged to develop voluntary reporting mechanisms of suspicious items or be covered by mandatory AML/CTF monitoring and reporting requirements.

• The European Commission and relevant EU agencies should consult on ways to ensure financial institutions and other obligated entities produce better and more timely financial intelligence on self-activating terrorism. This could include:
  ○ The development of evidence-based self-activating terrorism typologies, case studies and supporting information (based on work in the first recommendation) to be shared with member states’ governments and agencies, and the AML/CTF-obligated private sector.
  ○ Feasibility studies on how AML/CTF transaction monitoring platforms can best exploit modern payments data to provide a more granular view of client activity, and how new technologies could be used to get institutions closer to real-time monitoring for threat-to-life risks.

• The European Commission and relevant EU agencies should consult on ways in which CTF intelligence can be better aligned with current risk priorities and distributed to all relevant audiences. This could include:
  ○ The development of prioritisation and feedback mechanisms for CTF suspicious transaction reports between the public and private sectors. Responsible public agencies could set specific requirements for the kind of financial intelligence they wish to receive (such as potential self-activating terrorist activity) and provide evaluations of whether those requirements are being met.
  ○ The requirement that all counterterrorism-tasked intelligence services should become standard and integral elements in the distribution and feedback channels of CTF-related suspicious transaction reports.

• The European Commission and relevant EU agencies, in particular Europol and the EU’s proposed new AML/CTF regulatory authority, should encourage national law enforcement agencies and regulators, and by extension the private sector, to exploit new technologies and data analytics in general, and on the self-activating terrorism problem
in particular. Ideally, this should be in collaborative environments such as financial intelligence-sharing partnerships.

- The European Commission should consider how to support such collaborations through a review and potential extension of the legal thresholds for sharing CTF data in AML/CTF and data protection law.

- The European Commission and relevant EU-level agencies should review the options for more flexible and agile CTF intelligence sharing to aid proactive self-activating terrorist identification. This could include reviewing the likely costs and operational benefits of:
  - Direct data-sharing/transaction monitoring for CTF risks by a government agency, as in France, or potentially in collaboration with the private sector.
  - The development of private–public sector intelligence ‘fusion cells’ to create real-time intelligence sharing on CTF issues such as potential self-activating terrorists.

It should be noted that these recommendations are based on what is practically feasible in light of current capabilities to better tackle self-activating terrorism. However, any reforms must also take into account other policy considerations, such as financial costs incurred – and who pays for them – as well as the potential effects on data privacy of increased collaboration between the public and private sectors. Although there are potential mitigants for these concerns, the decision to make the current CTF framework more responsive to the self-activating terrorism threat will require greater effort and more targeted monitoring of some individuals. The decision to take this path rests on a societal consensus that the likely costs are worth the operational benefit.
ACCORDING TO EUROPOL, the EU's policing agency, the continent’s most significant terrorist threat ‘emanates from lone actors or small cells carrying out violence on their own accord without being directed by larger organisations’, coming from both Islamist and far-right extremists.¹ Despite national lockdowns during the coronavirus pandemic, the threat has remained consistent and immediate. Indeed, such attacks continued throughout 2020, including a firearm assault in Vienna in November that killed four people and injured 20 others,² yet another instance of what has become a new normal in the security landscape of European society.

These kinds of attacks are often said to be the work of ‘lone actors and small cells’, with ‘small cells’ typically containing two or three individuals. Although the term is not inaccurate, it is sub-optimal. Instead, this research uses the term ‘self-activating terrorists’, a more economical descriptor which emphasises the key issue of these actors’ relative operational autonomy. So far, self-activating terrorism research has focused on radicalisation and characteristics that might differentiate them from other types of terrorist actor. Key themes emerging from past research include the relevance of individuals’ mental health and high levels of internet use.³

In contrast, studies of the logistical components of self-activating terrorism, such as terrorist financing, have lagged behind. There are understandable practical reasons for this; the growth of the self-activating terrorism threat remains relatively new, and it is arguably far easier and possibly more impactful to study the operational activities of groups or networks, such as Al-Qa’ida and the Islamic State. However, research into self-activating terrorist financial activity has also been inhibited by assumptions about its relevance. Unlike the more coordinated attacks of Islamist extremist groups common until 2015, self-activating terrorist attacks have tended to be less sophisticated and far cheaper, raising the question of whether ‘terrorist financing’ is a meaningful concept when it comes to self-activating terrorism.

This is an existential issue for the global CTF regime. Emerging after 9/11, the regime uses the pre-existing tools of the AML framework, such as asset freezing and suspicious activity reports, to interdict funds moving through the international financial system. As self-activating terrorists are not funded by substantial international transfers, the significance of CTF in modern counterterrorism strategies is considered largely irrelevant by some. However, these pessimistic assumptions are based on relatively limited evidence about the financial activities of self-activating terrorists.

The current situation is dire and untenable. The ‘new normal’ of self-activating terrorism requires reform across Europe to counter the financing of what Europol considers to be the main terrorist threat facing the continent. This paper is intended to fill a gap in the collective understanding of the financial behaviours of self-activating terrorists from across the ideological spectrum and to offer guidance on how CTF efforts might be shaped to the distinct contours of this threat. It seeks to answer two related research questions:

1. How do self-activating terrorists operating in Europe conduct their financial attack preparations?
2. How should the CTF regime be changed to meet this pervasive terrorist threat?

A RUSI study from 2017 laid foundations in this area by assessing the financing connected with a sample of 63 lone actor and small cell terrorist plots in the UK and France from 2000 to 2014.\(^4\) The authors of this study noted that although there are difficulties in collating and exploiting financial intelligence on individuals’ financial activities, it could still play a valuable role in public–private intelligence-sharing arrangements, especially in the wake of attacks.\(^5\)

This paper seeks to build on the foundation set out in the 2017 RUSI study, in part by expanding the field of study to include self-activating terrorist attacks conducted across Europe. Furthermore, several examples of self-activating terrorist financial and procurement activity from the last five years (picking up from where the 2017 study ended) demonstrate that self-activating terrorism attack planning – especially more ambitious plots involving improvised explosive devices (IEDs) – can leave discernible financial traces and the imprints of commercial activity. While these financial traces will likely remain difficult to identify and share through contemporary CTF processes, this study finds that there are reasonable grounds to believe that this kind of financial intelligence – when synthesised with other types of intelligence – could make an impactful contribution both before and after an attack. This pre-attack contribution may come about if a more agile means of delivering intelligence from the private to the public sector could be designed, marking a departure from the findings of this study’s predecessor, which focused on the importance of post-attack intelligence sharing.

The paper explores these issues in four chapters. Chapter I outlines the scope and methodological basis of the study. Chapter II details the evolving understanding of self-activating terrorist financing and procurement behaviours. Chapter III explores how the CTF regime has addressed the emerging self-activating terrorism threat to date. The paper concludes by outlining ways in which financial intelligence on self-activating terrorists might be more effectively gathered and shared in the future.

---

I. Methodology

In research work on any aspect of terrorism, clear definitions are a fundamental foundation, given the complexity of debate around the subject. Equally important is providing a transparent understanding of the scope and manner of collection of data, especially as so much data around the topic is highly sensitive and held by official agencies. The following section provides a brief outline of the paper’s approach to these issues.

Definitions

A fundamental challenge for this paper has been defining ‘lone actor’ and ‘small cell’ terrorism, and the resulting search for a comprehensive term to encompass both. The designation ‘lone actor’ is particularly ambiguous; even if terrorist attacks are undertaken solo, perpetrators are rarely completely isolated from wider extremist or radical milieus. A Swedish official interviewed for this study remarked that lone actors and small cells were ‘not part of a group, not part of a network, but not part of a vacuum, either’. Defining this threat by the number of people involved – usually three or fewer – is similarly dissatisfying, leaving open the possibility of ‘small cells’ that are under the close direction or operational control of a network or group, or ‘large cells’ of four or more that are not.

As a consequence, this paper will instead be using the term ‘self-activating terrorists’, developed by Matthew Feldman. Self-activating terrorists refers to those who are broadly in control of the initiation, planning and execution of their attacks. This encompasses actors that have links to wider extremist networks, while also recognising that they exhibit some degree of operational

8. Author videoconference interview with the Swedish Security Service, 2 July 2020.
autonomy. Of course, the self-activating terrorism definition is far from ‘water-tight’. There will always be ‘boundary’ cases, where determining the level of actors’ personal sovereignty is difficult. This paper has taken a broad approach, including attacks prepared and mounted without close direction or support, but also those potentially inspired and encouraged from outside the immediate attack cell.

Scope

The paper investigates the financial contours of recent self-activating terrorist attack planning in Europe, and the effectiveness of current EU CTF measures to detect and disrupt such preparations. Sponsored by the European Commission with a view to developing potential CTF reforms, it looks at cases from across the political spectrum, including religiously-inspired ideologies such as Islamist extremism, and both successful and disrupted attacks. It also focuses on attack planning in the EU and neighbouring states (the UK, Norway and Switzerland). To ensure that this paper is relevant to current self-activating terrorist modus operandi, it looks at material from 106 cases that took place between 1 January 2015 and 30 November 2020. Although this date range is somewhat arbitrary, this period does cover the time from when Europol recognised the particular significance of lone actors and small cells.10

Data Collection and Analysis

The project ran from January to December 2020, with the research process comprising a narrative review of available English-language academic and policy literature published to the end of June 2020.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted to assess the current state of knowledge on self-activating terrorist financial activities and CTF effectiveness. Interviewees were selected from four categories of stakeholder with relevant interest and involvement in terrorism and CTF: researchers; public officials; law enforcement officers; and private sector AML/CTF compliance specialists.

Representatives from each of these different categories were identified in four ‘target’ countries: France; Germany; the UK; and Sweden. France, Germany and the UK were chosen because they were subject to the largest number of relevant attacks in the period of study, while Sweden was included because of its significant terrorism research community. Initial expectations were that two interviews per category in each country would be completed, totalling 32 interviews.

Due to challenges posed by the coronavirus pandemic, it was not possible to arrange interviews in every stakeholder category in all four countries, and in four instances, interviewees requested the opportunity to respond in writing because of work pressure. Where stakeholders with

relevant expertise were available in other European jurisdictions, further interviews were conducted. In total, 33 verbal interviews and four ‘paper’ interviews were completed.

The literature review and interviews were also supplemented with a review of available English-language reporting from mainstream national print and broadcast media from all in-scope countries over the period. This review identified 106 self-activating terrorism cases from 14 jurisdictions,\(^\text{11}\) although this is unlikely to be exhaustive. Many disrupted cases go unreported, and where self-activating terrorists have been killed during an attack, trials do not always occur or are subject to legal restrictions on public reporting.

\(^{11}\) Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden, and the UK.
II. Funding and Resourcing

The Self-Activating Terrorism threat has now been on the rise in Europe for over a decade. For example, Petter Nesser found that between 2008 and 2014, Europe witnessed a 40% rise in self-activating terrorist attacks, and annual operational updates from Europol have suggested that this trend is continuing.  

But, as Eric Price noted in his survey of terrorist financing literature between 2001 and 2013, academic research during that period focused largely on the financial activities of organised groups and networks, with a body of literature only just beginning to emerge on the financial behaviours and funding strategies of self-activators.

According to the current consensus, self-activating terrorists – regardless of ideology – are likely to use their own earned income or borrowed money to fund or resource their attacks, or resort to petty criminality if they are unable to meet expenses using legitimately sourced funds. The literature suggests that because of the limited capabilities of most self-activating terrorists, attacks tend to be relatively modest and therefore simpler to fund and resource.

Evidence from the last five years in Europe tends to support these assessments. However, there are several significant examples where attack ambitions have been more sophisticated, requiring extensive preparation. Although this suggests that financial intelligence around the preparation for a self-activating terrorist attack is likely to be limited in many cases, there will also be many where it is not. Indeed, the more ambitious the plans of the self-activating terrorist, the more intelligence that is likely to emerge. It is also worth recalling that many actual and potential

15. Freeman, ‘The Sources of Terrorist Financing’.
self-activating terrorist plots that have been disrupted have evidenced the ambitions and capabilities to undertake more than just small-scale attacks.

**Terrorist Finance**

In the wake of 9/11, there was a strong presumption that prominent terrorist networks such as Al-Qa’ida were transferring funds through the financial system to support the activities of their operatives around the world – a top-down approach, where funds were accompanied by direction and came from the centre of the network. As government surveillance and international cooperation have proven increasingly effective in degrading organised groups’ capabilities and command structures, elements within the movement have switched from directing attacks towards stimulating autonomous activity via social media and the online world. Models of financing followed a similar trajectory. As Emilie Oftedal details, based on a study covering 1994 to 2013, plots reliant on international funding began to wane in the immediate aftermath of 9/11.

Oftedal also suggests that this pattern has largely carried over into the behaviours of self-activating terrorists, as core groups and networks have declined, with funding coming mostly from banal and legitimate sources, including wages, savings, loans and state benefits. Attacks have remained cheap and relatively easy to fund – 80% of the Islamist extremist self-activating terrorist attacks in Europe in Oftedal’s study cost less than $10,000, suggesting that attack preparations do not leave a large financial footprint.

Although research into far-right extremist financing is more limited, early indications tend to suggest that they too have largely derived funds from relatively unremarkable sources. According to Bart Schuurman and colleagues, whose sample covered single-issue, far-right and Islamist self-activating terrorists, only 13% had attempted to secure external financial support for their attack. For example, Anders Breivik, who launched truck bomb and firearms assaults in


Oslo and Utøya, Norway, in July 2011, used personal savings from selling fake online diplomas and other investments to prepare for his attack.

Sources of Funding

This paper’s review of cases between 2015 and 2020 has confirmed the results found in Oftedal, Nesser and colleagues and others, with regard to the importance of legitimate, albeit misused, sources of self-activating terrorists’ attack funding, where some of that misuse involves fraud – in particular, income, loans and state benefits, but also through the sale of personal items and the solicitation of funding from associates. Although limitations on publicly available data prohibit a quantitative analysis of the relative incidence of each type of funding stream, case studies highlight the different funding streams that self-activating terrorists use:

- **Income**: Mohamed M, who planted an IED in Lyon in May 2019, is believed to have bought components with the funds he generated teaching IT online through a private tutoring platform. In another example, Mohammed Rehman and his wife Sana Ahmed Khan were convicted in 2015 of planning a terrorist attack in London involving 11kg of fertiliser for an IED, which was purchased using Khan’s wages (in addition to payday loans).

- **Credit and Loans**: Amedy Coulibaly, who launched a series of firearms attacks in Ile de France in early 2015, funded his activities in part through a €6,000 consumer loan he secured using fraudulent documentation in 2014. In another case, Salman Abedi, the Manchester Arena bomber, appears to have used some of his student loan to support his operational activities.

- **State Benefits**: Salman and Hashem Abedi’s other major source of income was the state benefits paid into their mother’s UK bank account, to which they had access while their mother was in Libya. The account received housing benefit, tax credits and child benefit

---

25. Authors’ videoconference interview with French law enforcement official, 9 July 2020.
27. Basra and Neumann, ‘Criminal Pasts, Terrorist Futures’, p. 35.
worth over £500 a week during two periods within the seven years that the family lived between the UK and Libya.²⁹

- **Personal Donations**: In a small number of cases, aspiring self-activating terrorists have also sought donations from ideologically sympathetic associates to support their preparations. In a video released after his attack, for example, Coulibaly declared that he had donated several thousand euros to Said and Chérif Kouachi so that they could finish preparing for their own firearms attack on the offices of Charlie Hebdo.³⁰ Adel Kermiche, one of the two knife attackers at a Normandy church in July 2016, is also believed to have asked friends for money before his attack.³¹

- **Sale of Personal Effects**: Mohamed Lahouaijej-Bouhlel, who carried out a vehicle attack in Nice in July 2016, bought a firearm for €1,400 and rented the lorry he used for the attack using cash from the €3,000 sale of his own car.³²

Alongside the misuse of legitimate finances, there has been a consistent stream of illicit funds being used to support the operational activities of many Islamist extremists, especially in France. Many of these self-activating terrorists have also come from what Peter Neumann has described as ‘Generation ISIS’ – a group of younger extremists who have been shaped primarily by mobile technologies and social media and exhibit a common habit of flitting between a jihadi and petty criminal lifestyle.³³ For example, the Kouachi brothers were able to buy weapons in part with the proceeds of drug trafficking and illicit trade in counterfeit products,³⁴ while Ayoub El-Khazzani, who attempted to perpetrate a firearm attack on a train between Brussels and Paris in August 2015, had previous criminal convictions and was at least partly funded through criminal activities such as robbery and the sale of drugs.³⁵

---

³². Authors’ videoconference interview with French law enforcement official, 9 July 2020.
³³. Authors’ videoconference interview with Peter Neumann, 4 May 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with former senior UK law enforcement officer, 4 June 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with Swedish financial intelligence unit (FIU) official, 3 July 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with Nicholas Ryder, 24 April 2020.
Attacks, Logistics and Channels of Procurement

The choice of weapon is one of the most crucial decisions related to financing that a self-activating terrorist must make, and most use one of four types (see Figure 1), or a combination of these — edged weapons such as knives or machetes, IEDs, vehicles or firearms. Attacks with edged weapons are used as the main weapon in 40% of cases, with 20% of attacks using IEDs, 12% using vehicles and 12% using firearms. Recent self-activating terrorist attacks by far-right extremists show a particular attraction to firearms, as seen in Halle and Hanau in Germany, in October 2019 and February 2020, respectively (see below).

Figure 1: Main Weapons Types Used in Self-Activating Terrorist Attacks in European States in Scope, January 2015–November 2020

Source: Authors’ research, see Annex for further details.


Just as the funding, resourcing and logistical requirements around each style of attack differ (creating different imprints in financial or commercial activity), the pattern in the cases of the last five years suggests that there is also a variety of ways in which attackers use their funds to resource and prepare for an attack.

Some attack preparations occur over a prolonged period, as evidenced by self-activating terrorists who exhibit a tendency to stockpile a wide variety of dangerous items, not all of which can be used in one attack. Chérif Chekatt, the Strasbourg Christmas market bomber of December 2018, was found to have a large cache of guns and grenades at his home – more than could be used for one attack – and Mohamed M is also reported to have collected materials that could have been used for multiple, and in fact more powerful, IEDs than the one he planted.38 In some cases, individuals who are not planning an imminent attack can accumulate weapons. In December 2018, Fatah Mohammed Abdullah was arrested in Newcastle for encouraging two individuals in Germany to undertake an attack. When police searched his property, however, they found that he too had a store of weapons that might be used in an attack, including fireworks, a detonator, a pocket knife, a balaclava and 200g of sulphur powder.39

However, more often, attack preparations, mostly centred on weapons procurement, are carried out in the short term. Although there is no set pattern for how this occurs, different types of attack tend to exhibit common themes around their preparation.

**Edged Weapons**

One of the common assumptions about edged weapons is that attackers simply use knives they already have at home. However, it is not always clear that they do. For example, Safia S, who attacked a police officer with a knife in Hanover in February 2016, used a standard kitchen knife that German officials interviewed for this project believed *could* easily have come from her own home, but may have been bought specifically.40 Moreover, in other instances some attackers purchase edged weapons specifically for an attack. For example, the knives used in Khalid Masood’s attack in Westminster in March 2017, and the three-man attack on the areas around London Bridge in June 2017, were purchased from major supermarkets.41

Far-right attackers have purchased symbolic weapons via specialist retailers. Anton Lundin Pettersson, for example, who attacked a school in Trollhättan, Norway, in October 2015,
specifically purchased a replica Viking sword and a Japanese ritual knife, along with items of Nazi memorabilia, to use in his attack.\textsuperscript{42}

**Vehicles**

It would also seem reasonable to assume that vehicles would be easy to procure because of high levels of car ownership in Europe. However, the vehicles used in attacks over the last five years have tended to be larger commercial vehicles, such as vans and trucks, probably because of their potential to cause more casualties. Ownership of these kinds of vehicles is less widespread, and in a number of cases – the Nice promenade attack of July 2016, the Finsbury Mosque attack of June 2017 and the London Bridge attack, also in June 2017 – the attackers sourced the vehicles by renting them from commercial providers. Where this proved infeasible, either because of lack of funds or relevant paperwork to support rental due diligence, attackers have in some instances simply stolen the vehicles instead, as occurred in Stockholm in April 2017, when Rakhmat Akilov drove a stolen truck into a department store.\textsuperscript{43} As with attacks using edged weapons, the need for finance and preparation is limited when it comes to attacks using vehicles.

**IEDs**

Although still relatively ‘cheap’, this kind of attack clearly requires greater time and procurement activity to execute. A surprising number of those looking to build chemical-based IEDs have been able to buy what they require openly, usually online, given that many of the individual components for a device are relatively mundane. The Abedi brothers purchased many of the ingredients for the Manchester Arena bomb via Amazon,\textsuperscript{44} as did Ahmad Hassan, who planted an IED on an underground train in Parsons Green, London, in September 2017. Notably, Hassan used an Amazon voucher he had won at school towards his purchase of hydrogen peroxide.\textsuperscript{45} Other general online outlets also feature in several cases, such as eBay, and would-be self-activating terrorists have also sought out specialist online suppliers. Anwar Driouich, a far-right extremist from Middlesbrough, was arrested in August 2019 after making an online order for 10kg of ammonium nitrate from a company called Aqua Plants Care.\textsuperscript{46}

Although online purchases have played a significant role, self-activating terrorists have also used physical stores, especially to source the non-explosive elements of the potential device. Aydin Sevigin, arrested in Stockholm in February 2016, sought to build an IED using a pressure

\footnotesize{
44. Scheerhout, ‘All the Evidence in the Manchester Arena Trial, Day by Day’.
}
cooker he had bought from the home-furnishing store IKEA, and the Abedi brothers are reported to have made several trips to hardware and DIY stores over the four months in which they prepared the Manchester Arena attack.  

One final aspect of the preparation of IEDs is the need for a secure space in which to store components and prepare the device. In several instances – the Lyon attack, the Parsons Green attack, and the preparations of Mohammed Rehman – the self-activating terrorists have used their own residences, whether as lodgers, renters or owners, in which to receive and collate their materials. However, preparations can be complex enough to require further accommodation, and the Abedi brothers secured further properties – two of which were rented – to undertake preparations, both of which were found using the peer-to-peer online classifieds marketplace, Gumtree. The brothers also used Gumtree to buy a car in which to store IED components while they visited Libya in April 2017. When purchasing the car, they told the vendor they were going to use the vehicle for Uber deliveries.

Firearms

Arguably the most difficult weapons to procure are firearms, largely due to strong national legislation on gun ownership in many European countries, underpinned by the European Firearms Directive introduced initially in 1991. This has meant that, in cases where operatives have sought to attain firearms, it has often proved difficult to do so without some kind of pre-existing legal access. Tobias Rathjen, the attacker who targeted two shisha bars in the German city of Hanau in February 2020, was a registered marksman who already legally owned guns which he had purchased online. In another case, Stephan Balliet, who attacked a synagogue in Halle, Germany, in October 2019, was already proficient with firearms from military training, and is reported to have made the weapons he used himself.

Due to such firearms controls, many self-activating terrorists have resorted to criminal connections to acquire firearms. For those with pre-existing criminal associates, such as Omar Abdel Hamid El-Hussein, attacker of the Krudttønden Café and Copenhagen synagogue in February 2015, this proved relatively easy. For those without connections, success was
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limited. Ali David Sonboly, the far-right Munich shooter of July 2016, obtained firearms illegally despite having no prior criminal links, but this appears to be a rare exception.

**Financial Operating Methods**

**Cash Versus Digital**

While some self-activating terrorists, such as the Hanover attacker Safia S, lack any personal financial infrastructure, many other attackers with more settled lives do appear to have had conventional financial products. The Abedi brothers managed their mother’s HSBC account in her absence, and Salman Abedi also had accounts with at least two different UK high street banks. But even where high street retail accounts are not present, some attackers have used non-banking financial services. Mohamed M, for example, used his Payoneer accounts to receive payments from Udemy. Chekatt also had PayPal, and a Nickel payment account, which can be opened at a tobacconist or newsagent.

Previous research has tended to suggest that self-activating terrorists have operated primarily in cash for operational procurement, to avoid creating a digital trail of transactions. For example, in the run up to the Nice attack, Lahouaiej-Bouhlel made significant cash withdrawals from his retail bank account over a two-week period, and these funds subsequently went towards the cash purchase of a vehicle and a weapon for the attack. There is a similar pattern among far-right attackers. Pettersson, for example, took the last of his money from the bank during a two-week preparatory phase prior to his attack. What was not spent in this period was left on his brother’s kitchen table before he executed his plot.

Nonetheless, the cases of the last five years do not suggest that those planning for more ambitious attacks have been able to procure items without at least some potentially traceable transactions. For example, Mohamed M purchased components for his IED on Amazon using a credit card, and Salman Abedi is reported to have made several of the payments for his last shopping trips prior to his attack using his own retail debit card.
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Virtual Assets

In the last five years, there have been a number of cases of self-activating terrorists demonstrating proficiency in virtual assets. Mohamed M purchased cryptocurrencies via crypto exchanges such as Coinmama. There have also been some examples of would-be self-activating terrorists using them for operational planning purposes. Steven Bishop, for example, who was arrested in October 2018 while planning a mosque bombing in London, is reported to have used virtual assets on the dark web to purchase a detonator for his proposed device. However, such individuals appear to remain in a minority at present — a view borne out in interviews with private and public sector professionals in France, Germany, Sweden and the UK for this study. Although virtual assets appear in some cases as a way of paying for illicit items for terrorist purposes, they do not, so far, appear to form a trend.

Other Preparation Behaviours

Countermeasures

A number of self-activating terrorists appear to have taken intentional countermeasures to avoid detection during procurement. The Manchester Arena bombers took a range of diversionary financial techniques and were careful to distribute risk by asking a number of family and friends to buy parts for the IED online — which they claimed to be for a car or a generator in Libya — saying that they had lost bank cards or were short of money. The brothers also used their mother’s debit card and bought items under an alias online. On 20 March 2017, they set up an email address, ‘bedab7jeana@gmail.com’ (meaning ‘to slaughter we have come’ in Arabic), with which they then created a new Amazon account and purchased 30 litres of hydrogen peroxide under the customer name ‘John O’Brian’. Other countermeasures have included attempts to disguise the significance of items by making additional purchases to enhance the seeming banality of the purchase. Khalid Ali, for example, who was arrested in central London prior to launching a knife attack in April 2017, bought a potato masher and other kitchen utensils along with the three knives he intended to use to kill police officers at Westminster.
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Burst Activity

A final aspect of the financial behaviours around attack planning has been described as ‘burst activity’, which is not necessarily related to the attack, but is suggestive of a changing pattern of behaviour. Magnus Normark and Magnus Ranstorp have argued that unusual financial behaviours are common among self-activating terrorists immediately before attacks, and there are instances of unusual activity taking place in cases from this paper’s sample. For example, attackers may withdraw large amounts of cash, such as the withdrawals made by the Abedi brothers or Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, who made four cash withdrawals of around €2,000 during his own preparations. A few days before the attack, he was €200 overdrawn on his account, and faced several denials of service from ATMs.

Another example of burst activity is a disproportionately high number of credit requests or attempts to take out large loans. Coulibaly also made several loan requests in a short period, failing with most but succeeding with one on the basis of fraudulent documentation. He also took the unusual step of withdrawing his retraction rights on the loan when he had secured it, so he could receive the money in eight rather than 14 days.

One further behaviour is the transfer of large funds overseas shortly before an attack, possibly to ensure that an attacker’s unused funds are placed in the hands of extremist associates rather than allowing them to be frozen by the authorities after their attack. In March 2017, Salman Abedi asked a friend to help him to transfer £1,200 to a company in China. Abdullah Al-Hamahmy, who launched a machete attack on police at the Louvre in Paris in February 2017, is reported to have made two money transfers of €3,000 and €2,000 to a fellow Egyptian based in Poland shortly before the attack.

Assessment

The review above confirms some of the conventional wisdom on the financial, procurement and commercial aspects of attack planning by self-activating terrorists. Broadly speaking, self-activating terrorists who lack funds will perpetrate attacks with correspondingly simple weapons and low magnitudes of lethality, most commonly using edged weapons. However, this does not mean that self-activating terrorist attacks are inherently necessarily less fatal or impactful than those organised by groups. As demonstrated by the cases in this study, some self-activating
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terrorist attacks can have devastating effects if well executed, even when relatively simple and ‘cheap’. For example, in this study’s French sample of 35 attacks, only in two instances – the Charlie Hebdo shootings of January 2015 and the Nice truck ramming of July 2016 – did the attacks result in deaths in double figures. Although the two Hebdo attackers were theoretically more ‘lethal’ than Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, using firearms rather than a truck, Lahouaiej-Bouhlel killed many more people – 86, rather than 17. Despite the truck being an ‘everyday’ and relatively easy to access item, it still inflicted greater damage than guns.

The lethality of attacks conducted by self-activating terrorists is not just a function of operational autonomy and limited finances, but other factors such as levels of expertise, confidence, ambition and the permissiveness of their operating environment. The Manchester Arena case demonstrates that, with an unfortunate combination of circumstances, ‘cheap’ and ‘simple’ self-activating terrorist attacks can be extremely dangerous, and many of them could also have been much worse if other contextual factors had been different. In the Hanover case, Safia S carried out her attack with a knife only because she could not source a firearm. Without a bank account or other access to funds, but just as importantly without the connections to organised crime or other such contacts to even find a firearm to buy, her attack was destined to be of relatively low impact with only one person injured.

Compare this to the Lyon case, where Mohamed M’s financial resources gave him a broader scope to commit a more lethal attack. Even so, his funds were not commensurate with the magnitude of the attack he perpetrated, suggesting the presence of another inhibiting factor – possibly a lack of expertise in constructing an IED. Indeed, access to lethal weapons does not always indicate a capacity to use them effectively. For example, when Norwegian Philip Manshaus attacked an Islamic centre in Oslo in 2019, he was unable to injure or kill any worshippers with a rifle and a shotgun and was apprehended by a 65 year old.\(^4\)

A further common assumption about self-activating terrorists and terrorist financing is that cheap attacks are also financially and commercially ‘invisible’. This can be the case, especially with the use of edged weapons. However, what a review of the sample suggests is that self-activating terrorist financial activity is more complicated than is commonly assumed. Self-activating terrorists can and do draw attention to themselves through their financial and procurement activity, and the more sophisticated and ambitious their plans, the more attention they draw.

III. Counterterrorist Finance and Self-Activating Terrorists

As outlined in Chapter II, recent self-activating terrorist attacks in the EU have tended to be low cost, often without the need for substantial coordination. This has significant implications for the effectiveness of the CTF regime, which has been built on the presumption of large, complex attacks, funded by networks using the international financial system. Following the pre-existing AML approach, the CTF regime has deputised financial institutions to act as gatekeepers of that system, identifying financial intelligence and delivering it to the authorities as suspicious transaction reports (STRs).

Nonetheless, the shape of the terrorist threat has evolved over the last two decades, and the regime has had mixed success in tackling terrorist financing. Stakeholders within the CTF ecosystem have thus sought to reform and innovate to improve the regime’s performance in detecting and disrupting terrorist activity. At EU and national government levels, AML/CTF obligations have been extended to new sectors and emerging areas of the financial system which might be vulnerable to terrorist abuse, while several major European financial institutions have deployed advanced analytics to identify potential terrorists in their client book. In a small number of European jurisdictions, financial institutions have also worked with law enforcement and regulators on the development of Financial Intelligence Sharing Partnerships (FISPs) to improve CTF cooperation.

However, these developments – while welcome in general – have so far had a limited impact on the self-activating terrorist threat specifically. Few AML/CTF-obligated firms currently monitor transactions at a level of granularity that would allow them to detect traces of self-activating
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terrorist activity and lack sufficient guidance from the public sector to fine-tune searches to be relevant to current self-activating terrorist financing typologies. Moreover, the current model does not integrate financial intelligence into the emerging investigative and preventative initiatives that are being deployed to tackle the self-activating terrorist problem. If the full value of financial intelligence is to be realised, therefore, the regime will need to find better ways to manage its identification and delivery.

The Counterterrorist Finance Regime

The current global CTF regime emerged largely in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. In October 2001, the member states of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the international standard-setter for AML, mandated the body to expand its remit to include CTF. FATF subsequently issued nine ‘Special Recommendations’ on CTF, which were then blended into the organisation’s 40 recommendations on AML in 2012. The EU, a FATF member in its own right, added CTF requirements to the third iteration of its Anti-Money Laundering Directive in 2005, and updated later versions of the directive to follow FATF revisions.

The FATF approach to terrorist financing has largely been based on the presumption that terrorism is a ‘corporate’ phenomenon, with groups fundraising through various sources – donations, legitimate businesses, criminality and state sponsorship – to support their operatives. In this model of terrorist financing, funds are transferred through the international financial system, as well as other forms of value transfer such as hawala, in order to help mount attacks.

Based on these assumptions, the role of CTF has therefore been to identify and interdict the flow of suspicious funds, and, as with the AML regime on which it is based, it looks to financial institutions and other obligated bodies to maintain watchful surveillance of their clients and
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clients’ activities, known as Customer Due Diligence (CDD). The requirements of CDD have evolved, but fundamentally, it has continued to comprise two essential elements:  

- **Prevention through identification**: Financial institutions are obligated to ‘know their customers’ to prevent the misuse of the financial system. When known terrorists are identified, financial institutions are expected to freeze their assets and report them to the authorities.

- **Detection through monitoring and reporting**: Financial institutions are required to undertake ongoing monitoring of clients’ behaviour for potential inconsistencies with their known CDD and ‘know your customer’ data, as well as suspicious patterns of activity that might indicate financial crimes, including potential terrorist financing activity, and report it to national financial intelligence units (FIUs) via STRs. FIUs are then mandated to share the material with law enforcement agencies as they judge appropriate.

How the private sector should meet its obligations is left largely undefined, although it has become common over the last two decades for financial institutions to use similar frameworks, using screening platforms to identify potential name matches with sanctions or terrorist watchlists in ‘real time’, and transactions monitoring systems to detect potentially suspicious account activity, usually retrospectively. How these two different streams of activity (identifying and monitoring) connect and feed into the wider AML/CTF system is shown in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2: CTF in Practice**

Basic CTF Challenges

Terrorism researchers such as Peter Neumann and Nicholas Ryder have argued that this CTF regime has had mixed results, with terrorist groups innovating around the challenges it brings. However, there are arguably more fundamental problems with the effectiveness of the regime which arise from the difficulties that the private sector has with generating useful financial intelligence.

The relative crudeness of the methods in place to identify terrorists and monitor for terrorist financing activity is a fundamental hindrance. The computer-assisted translation methods (often referred to as ‘fuzzy matching’) used in name screening create large amounts of false identifications, and typically only identify ‘known’ terrorists who have been designated under sanctions regimes or previously committed offences. Those of high concern to the authorities but not known to the private sector are usually not included in screening lists.

Transaction monitoring platforms, moreover, use rules-based approaches to look for a combination of ‘red flags’ in account behaviour, which mostly produce false positives. The production and investigation of alerts is also largely retrospective, with any action taking several weeks or months to result, meaning that the value of STRs as indicators of imminent attack planning can be limited. Although alerts that result in STRs can often go on to provide a valuable database of post-attack intelligence, they are, however, typically of limited immediate use to the authorities when they are filed, with only 1–2% of STRs usually forming the basis of a law enforcement investigation for any type of crime. Indeed, there was considerable scepticism among officials interviewed for this study about the value that STRs brought to CTF. One former long-serving senior UK police officer commented that he had ‘never’ seen an STR ‘which led to a terrorist financing investigation’, a view also expressed by Swedish and Dutch officials.

There are multiple problems with transaction monitoring systems which affect their ability to detect patterns of crime. Financial institution compliance teams often lack precision in their monitoring, and commonly use combinations of red flags, or ‘typologies’, that are quite basic,
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such as the receipt of funds from high-risk jurisdictions, or the international movement of large or structured amounts.\textsuperscript{92} The platforms also typically have a poor level of resolution to detect detail, which is a challenge given the relatively small scale of much terrorist financing activity.\textsuperscript{93} Compliance teams also apply value thresholds to the systems to prevent them becoming overwhelmed with large numbers of low-value alerts.\textsuperscript{94}

Access to contextual material is an additional problem for financial institutions, which only have assured access to their own financial and client data. Judgements about whether a transaction is suspicious or not can depend on information held by other financial institutions, or alternative sources.\textsuperscript{95} This is most obviously the case in CTF with secret material, which might, if available, turn a financial institution’s assessment of an innocuous transaction into something more concerning.\textsuperscript{96}

Although these aforementioned difficulties perhaps imply that poor-quality reporting is one of the reasons why STRs are not more widely exploited by the authorities, this is not always the case – even higher-quality reporting can end up having little impact if it is deemed irrelevant to current law enforcement investigations. The majority of STRs are not proactively distributed by FIUs and remain in their databases awaiting later searches by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{97}

Distribution is not just an issue within law enforcement, moreover, as other departments with counterterrorism responsibilities – especially intelligence agencies – do not receive these reports as standard. Such agencies do of course use financial intelligence in counterterrorism investigations, but this is collated on a case-by-case basis, with legally sanctioned requests to financial institutions for information on specific individuals already under investigation. On the whole, intelligence remains largely ‘walled off’ from the production of CTF financial intelligence in the private sector.\textsuperscript{98}

\textsuperscript{92} Author’s videoconference interview with senior compliance official from Deutsche Bank, 20 March 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with senior compliance officials from HSBC, 23 April 2020; author’s videoconference interviews with senior compliance officials from Lloyds Bank, 22 and 27 April 2020; authors’ videoconference interviews with a senior regulatory technology professional (B), 29 April 2020.
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The Self-Activating Terrorist Problem

These problems with the delivery of actionable intelligence are especially acute in the case of self-activating terrorists. Screening systems that seek to match client and counterparties’ names with sanctions and terrorist watchlists only identify significant individuals associated with proscribed or designated groups, and most self-activating terrorists, by contrast, are not on such lists, even if already known to the authorities. The generic CTF ‘red flags’ focusing on large amounts and foreign transactions used in transaction monitoring are also largely irrelevant to self-activating terrorists. Evidence outlined in the previous chapter suggests that self-activating terrorists are peripheral figures with modest financial means, funded domestically through licit means, such as wages and state benefits, as well as petty criminality. Although their activities should elicit concern, they typically fall outside the parameters of current monitoring. Indeed, self-activating terrorists’ attack planning is particularly difficult to see when monitoring platforms are not configured to distinguish between where the funds are being used, such as Amazon or eBay, and what items are being purchased. With self-activating terrorists, what is being bought is usually more significant than who is doing the selling.

The Evolving Counterterrorist Finance Regime

Since its inception, the fundamentals of the CTF regime have remained the same, although the framework has been extended and developed over time. FATF and its members’ main approach has been to apply pre-existing AML/CTF obligations to a growing number of sectors which they assess might be vulnerable to criminal and terrorist abuse. Most recently this has included virtual asset service providers, such as cryptocurrency exchanges. A further governmental approach has been to identify and close loopholes after terrorist events. In the wake of the November 2015 attacks in Paris, for example, the French authorities placed tighter restrictions on the use of pre-paid cards – products which had been used by the
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Financial Service Innovation

Alongside governments, leading European financial institutions have also sought new ways to approach CTF. In the last decade, financial institutions have recruited many former law enforcement, military and intelligence staff, often with backgrounds in counterterrorism, into financial crime compliance and risk-management functions.\footnote{Redhead, ‘Deep Impact?’, p. 27.} Although this recruitment surge has not been specifically CTF focused, it has had an impact on the devotion of resources within financial institutions, with erstwhile government professionals taking a greater interest in the investigation of networked or national security-related threats.\footnote{Authors’ videoconference interview with senior compliance officials from Lloyds Bank, 27 April 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with senior compliance officials from HSBC, 23 April 2020.
} This has encouraged several European banks to undertake proactive analytic and investigative work in recent years on headline CTF issues, especially on travel to and from the Middle East by Europe-based foreign terrorist fighters.\footnote{Author’s videoconference interview with senior compliance official from Deutsche Bank, 20 March 2020; authors’ videoconference interview with senior compliance officials from HSBC, 23 April 2020; author’s videoconference interviews with senior compliance officials from Lloyds Bank, 22 and 27 April 2020; authors’ videoconference interviews with senior regulatory technology professional (A), 23 March 2020, 30 April 2020.
} Much of this work has involved the use of new tools, such as machine learning algorithms and social network analysis, to find patterns and relationships in bulk client data. Machine learning is also being used to improve the performance of existing AML/CTF controls such as screening and transaction monitoring, making it easier to categorise known patterns of suspicious behaviour with greater accuracy and speed than before.\footnote{Authors’ videoconference interview with senior regulatory technology professional (B), 29 April 2020.
}

Financial Intelligence Sharing Partnerships

This growing interest in improving CTF in both the public and private sectors has also led to efforts to address this problem through FISPs. What these arrangements mean in practical terms is the sharing of strategic and typological intelligence by law enforcement agencies with the financial services sector to help them fine-tune their AML/CTF controls and provide frameworks for rapid intelligence sharing about suspects in the wake of attacks. Nine European countries
have a FISP in place, and of those, seven have so far prioritised terrorist financing as a key area for cooperation.\textsuperscript{106}

However, most EU members have not followed this route, and in the case of France, the government has taken an alternative approach to financial intelligence sharing. Since 2015, France has mandated Tracfin, the country’s FIU, to directly monitor the financial activities of individuals on the French Interior Ministry’s database of known terrorists, criminals and suspects.\textsuperscript{107} Although this does not remove financial institution and other AML/CTF obligations, it does provide the French authorities with direct financial insights into the activities of individuals already of concern.

**Impact of Counterterrorist Finance Reform**

The value of these changes for overall CTF performance is hard to quantify. Although extending the existing rules to new areas of activity as threats emerge is a necessary step, this is a never-ending process, because all terrorists, including self-activating terrorists, exhibit fluidity and versatility in their financial behaviour. As a French official noted in an interview, the kinds of consumer loans exploited by Coulibaly were an attractive terrorist financing typology in France, but following the imposition of tighter controls following his attack, terrorists shifted towards unregulated spaces online, or criminality.\textsuperscript{108} Changes in the rules had led to a displacement of activity, not its elimination.

Nonetheless, practitioner views of the impact of private sector innovation has been broadly positive. Although the use of advanced technologies by financial institutions to detect shifts in behaviour or unusual patterns is still in its relative infancy, many in the private sector believe it has the potential to generate new financial intelligence of potential CTF value, especially if informed by law enforcement and intelligence agencies advice on up-to-date typologies.\textsuperscript{109} The
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available data on the value coming from FISPs is encouraging. In the Netherlands, for example, the terrorist financing-dedicated FISP, the Netherlands Terrorism Financing Taskforce, made 300 case-specific reports between July 2017 and June 2019, which contained 6.4 times the amount of disclosable intelligence than an average terrorist financing-related STR. Nonetheless, as a result of their limited scale, FISPs have so far only been able to focus on a relatively small number of high-profile investigations. In the Netherlands, the FIU received nearly 2.5 million STRs in 2019 alone, of which the 300 aforementioned cases are a tiny proportion.

**Counterterrorist Finance Reform and Self-Activating Terrorists**

It is more difficult still to clarify what impact these changes have had on tackling the self-activating terrorist threat, and practitioners were sceptical about the CTF regime’s potential to address the issue without radical reform. As one Swedish official commented in an interview, the CTF regime’s limited capacity to provide useful pre-attack financial intelligence was ‘a feature, not a bug’.

In the UK, the sharing of typological information specifically on self-activating terrorist attacks through the Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce has aided a number of major financial institutions in undertaking speculative analytic work around the problem. Major financial institutions in France and Germany have also carried out similar kinds of analytic work on self-activating terrorists. However, there is no publicly available information to assess whether the material produced has had a positive effect, and there are indications that because these private sector analyses are based on assessments of ‘risk’, rather than the legal standard of ‘suspicion’, they can often sit unexploited by the authorities, even where FISPs exist. Although this is a problem caused by current AML/CTF laws, it is reinforced by Article 7 of the EU’s General
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Data Protection Regulation, which prohibits the sharing of information on individuals without consent unless, according to Article 29, it is in the ‘public interest’.116

Evidence is better for the role that FISPs can play in real-time intelligence sharing on self-activating terrorists post-incident, where financial institutions have supported investigations in ad hoc public–private ‘fusion cells’.117 Several major financial institutions noted their roles in such efforts, and public sector investigators confirmed the value of their contributions with real-time intelligence relating to purchases, CDD materials, and identification of additional suspects through transactions data. When interviewed, a senior Dutch official noted how valuable financial intelligence transmitted via FISP arrangements had been in locating the suspect in the Utrecht tram shooting of March 2019.118

Nonetheless, this kind of sharing has limited impact on the proactive work of intelligence agencies and police in preventing such attacks, apart from the identification of extremist associates through financial links, who might themselves become future self-activating terrorists. With CTF FISPs primarily focused on high-priority and strategic concerns, the day-to-day operational machinery needed to share such information at scale for known but lower-priority targets does not therefore exist in most jurisdictions, except perhaps in France, where Tracfin is already directly monitoring the financial activities of a wide range of known terrorist suspects.

FISP arrangements also have no apparent link to preventative counterterrorism interventions specifically designed to tackle the self-activating terrorist threat at source. In Sweden, the security agency SÄPO works closely with many elements of the public sector – social services, health, education – to identify those at risk, especially with mental health issues.119 In recent years, the UK has also widened the scope of its counterterrorism approach further, with the creation of local ‘multi-agency centres’, where the police and intelligence agencies work with health, education and welfare departments, mutually sharing information about individuals of concern in a secure and vetted environment.120 However, these programmes chiefly involve public sector agencies and civic bodies rather than private sector intelligence providers such as financial institutions, or social media. Based on past cases, there are reasonable grounds to suppose that the addition of material from such providers would provide potentially useful intelligence on a vulnerable person’s activities.

The Way Forward

In spite of attempts to improve the CTF regime, therefore, methods of CTF financial intelligence collection and distribution remain crude and unguided, causing particular problems for tackling
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the self-activating terrorist threat. This is a frustrating situation, however, because it is apparent that self-activating terrorists do create financial traces, but these are not being translated into exploitable intelligence for the authorities. CTF is taking steps in the right direction with the development of FISPs, but these arrangements remain several steps away from being likely to generate an impact on self-activating terrorists. Looking at wider counterterrorism efforts, it appears that more extensive real-time cooperation between intelligence, law enforcement and ‘non-traditional’ partners such as financial institutions might be a more effective way to bridge that gap.
SELF-ACTIVATING TERRORIST ATTACKS are a persistent threat in Europe, although not one typically considered from the perspective of terrorist financing. This paper has sought to start building a better evidence base on self-activating terrorist financial behaviours in attack planning and assess how effective current CTF controls have been in detecting them. The study has prompted a range of findings – and potential options for future action – outlined in this section.

Self-Activating Terrorist Financial Behaviours

The existing academic literature on the terrorist financing dimensions of self-activating terrorist activity is limited, and interviews with law enforcement officers and other counterterrorism officials have revealed a widespread assumption that there are few meaningful financial dimensions to the cases to consider.

The majority of self-activating terrorist attacks covered in this study have indeed been relatively small in scale and exhibited low levels of sophistication. The most common remains one which uses a sharp-edged item such as a knife, which is easily accessible in domestic settings. However, because such weapons can be easily sourced without financial activity, does not mean that they are. The study has found examples of self-activating terrorists specifically buying edged weapons for the purpose of an attack, sometimes in mainstream retail settings, or from specialist merchandisers. These actions can leave a trace.

Other forms of self-activating terrorist attack planning can also leave financial footprints. Unless stolen, vehicles or firearms have to be paid for, even when sourced through criminal means. Preparations for IED attacks, which involve the procurement of a range of different components, will also involve considerable financial and commercial activity, as the cases of the 2019 Lyon bomber, Mohamed Hichem Medjoub, or the Abedi brothers in Manchester, indicate.

Key Finding 1: Self-activating terrorist attack planning can have a financial and commercial dimension that is not as yet fully appreciated by practitioners.

- Recommendation 1: It is vital that Europol, Eurojust and other relevant EU-level agencies should work with member states’ law enforcement and intelligence agencies on the collection and analysis of sensitive and publicly unavailable financial and commercial information in self-activating terrorist cases, to create an evidence-based understanding of attack-planning behaviours and a library of typologies that could provide financial institutions with a better understanding of the logistics of self-activating terrorist events.
A further common assumption is that any self-activating terrorist financial activity is largely invisible, carried out in cash, or beyond the world of conventional finance, in emerging financial technologies (such as cryptocurrencies). This study suggests that cash does indeed play a significant role but it is mixed in with digital transactions which leave more indelible marks. Some self-activating terrorists have used financial products outside the ‘legacy’ banking system, such as dedicated payment service providers and, in a small number of cases, cryptocurrencies, but this continues to be mixed in with services from traditional providers, including high-street banks.

**Key Finding 2**: Self-activating terrorists’ financial activity is not necessarily negligible or invisible, and attackers use a range of financial channels and products, including cash, digital payments and in a small number of cases, financial technologies, to undertake their activities.

- **Recommendation 2a**: The private sector and EU agencies have better prospects of tracing suspicious activity where cash is not used. The European Commission should therefore review the potential benefits of limiting cash payments (or requiring customer identification and verification) in the purchase of a small number of types of high-risk items such as ornamental or ritualistic edged weapons, or chemicals used in IEDs.

- **Recommendation 2b**: In keeping with its wider AML/CTF responsibilities, the European Commission should undertake an annual review with relevant EU agencies to ensure that its Anti-Money Laundering Directives cover all relevant emerging financial technologies and platforms that might be used by criminals and terrorists.

A further notable dimension of the cases reviewed are the significant levels of interaction between self-activating terrorists and ‘universal’ online retailers such as Amazon and eBay, especially with regard to the procurement of IED components. Although not strictly linked to terrorist financing per se, it is clear that such sites play an important role as potential suppliers to self-activating terrorists and collate significant amounts of data on the financial activities of their customers and therefore on the potential logistics of attack planning by some self-activating terrorists.

**Key Finding 3**: The economic ecosystem that self-activating terrorists (and terrorists in general) currently operate within is broad, and their financial activities also leave commercial traces with regard to the purchase of high-risk items. There is currently no requirement for commercial institutions to monitor, identify or report potentially suspicious terrorist financing-linked purchases.

- **Recommendation 3a**: The European Commission should consider the development of a list of ‘high-risk’ items that could be used in self-activating terrorist attacks, to guide vendor decisions on whether to execute a sale.

- **Recommendation 3b**: The European Commission should review whether specific types of retail outlet which sell high-risk items should be encouraged to develop voluntary reporting mechanisms of suspicious items or be covered by mandatory AML/CTF monitoring and reporting requirements.
Counterterrorist Financing Effectiveness and Self-Activating Terrorists

As noted in the previous chapter, the current CTF regime is focused primarily on the detection of terrorist financing linked to known terrorist groups. The onus is placed on financial institutions and other obligated firms to identify potential terrorist customers or counterparties, to freeze accounts, and to report financial intelligence to FIUs for the use of law enforcement.

The impact of this approach has been mixed overall, partly because of its relative inflexibility in the face of a changing terrorist threat. More fundamentally, it places heavy reliance on financial institutions having the knowledge and technological capacity to detect appropriate financial intelligence, and a bureaucratic process effectively delivering and distributing that financial intelligence within the public sector. These basic CTF challenges are extremely acute for self-activating terrorists, because screening tools will only detect known terrorists, and transaction monitoring tools are usually not calibrated to detect behaviours which might indicate self-activating terrorist activity.

Key Finding 4: CTF faces basic problems with the detection of financial intelligence because of its focus on outdated models of terrorist financing, problems which are exacerbated in small-scale but complex problems such as self-activating terrorists.

- Recommendation 4: The European Commission and relevant EU agencies should consult on ways to ensure financial institutions and other obligated entities produce better and more timely financial intelligence on self-activating terrorists. This could include:
  - The development of evidence-based self-activating terrorist typologies, case studies and supporting information (based on work in Recommendation 1) to be shared with member states’ governments and agencies, and the AML/CTF obligated private sector.
  - Feasibility studies on how AML/CTF transaction monitoring platforms can best exploit modern payments data to provide a more granular view of client activity, and how new technologies could be used to get institutions closer to ‘real-time’ monitoring for threat-to-life risks.

A further issue for CTF has been the delivery of financial intelligence to appropriate elements in the public sector. This is often attributed to problems with STR quality – in other words, a perception that STRs are not necessarily useful enough to be worth distribution. But this is not always the case, and good material goes unused either because it is deemed irrelevant to law enforcement investigations or it is not distributed to other stakeholders in the counterterrorism community.
Key Finding 5: Where the private sector does provide well-prepared CTF financial intelligence, it is often poorly aligned to investigative priorities, or poorly distributed, and therefore goes unexploited.

- **Recommendation 5:** The European Commission and relevant EU agencies should consult on ways in which CTF financial intelligence can be better aligned with current risk priorities and distributed to all relevant audiences. This could include:
  - The development of prioritisation and feedback mechanisms for CTF STRs between the public and private sector. Responsible public agencies could set specific requirements for the kind of financial intelligence they wish to receive (such as potential self-activating terrorist activity) and provide evaluations of whether those requirements are being met.
  - The requirement that all counterterrorism-tasked intelligence services should become standard and integral elements in the distribution and feedback channels of CTF-related STRs.

In the face of a variety of problems, the CTF regime has evolved both through policy direction and organic innovation over recent years. Governments have expanded the scope of the AML/CTF regime and financial institutions have deployed new investigative talent and analytic technologies on proactive, risk-focused projects. Both the public and private sector have also begun to work together in several jurisdictions on specific CTF-focused FISPs, or, in the case of France, direct public sector transactions monitoring.

However, proactive work in the private sector that might generate individual leads does not get shared between the public and private sectors, because of reporting and data-sharing restrictions around individuals’ personal information. Although this has not stopped private sector work on the self-activating terrorist problem, it has limited its wider exploitation.

Key Finding 6: Current lead-generating initiatives that have the potential to identify potential financial intelligence on self-activating terrorists have not been fully encouraged or exploited by the public sector.

- **Recommendation 6a:** The European Commission and relevant EU agencies, in particular Europol and the EU’s proposed new AML/CTF regulatory authority, should encourage national law enforcement agencies and regulators, and by extension the private sector, to exploit new technologies and data analytics in general, and on the self-activating terrorist problem in particular. Ideally, this should be in collaborative environments such as FISPs.
- **Recommendation 6b:** The European Commission should consider how to support such collaborations through a review and potential extension of the legal thresholds for sharing CTF data in AML/CTF and data-protection law.

Current CTF work is also hindered by the bureaucratic character of existing partnerships. The periodic, meeting-based structure of most FISP arrangements does not allow for ‘real-time’ intelligence sharing apart from *after* an attack. FISPs also focus on known, high-risk targets,
rather than the lower-priority or unknown individuals who often become self-activating terrorists. In several jurisdictions, moreover, potential self-activating terrorists are now the focus of localised preventative interventions, pooling intelligence from across the public sector, but not – it appears – financial intelligence or other kinds of private sector intelligence.

**Key Finding 7:** Current CTF collaborations are not structurally flexible or wide-ranging enough to tackle the self-activating terrorist problem proactively.

- **Recommendation 7:** The European Commission and relevant EU-level agencies should review the options for more flexible and agile CTF intelligence sharing to aid proactive self-activating terrorist identification. This could include reviewing the likely costs and operational benefits of:
  - Direct data sharing/transaction monitoring for CTF risks by a government agency, such as in France, or potentially in collaboration with the private sector.
  - The development of private–public sector intelligence ‘fusion cells’ to create real-time intelligence sharing on CTF issues such as potential self-activating terrorists.

**Assessing the Costs**

It is likely that such reviews will indicate the need for additional public sector and/or private sector investment to support such options, prompting basic practical questions of ‘who pays?’ Limitations on realistic public expenditure need to be taken into account. If these options are to be explored – especially in Recommendation 7 – potential models for financial burden-sharing between the sectors will also need to be reviewed, such as the UK’s proposed levy on UK banks to support an expanded government response to economic crime.121

Calls for reform that necessitate greater investment also raise issues of financial proportionality, especially in light of the relatively limited human and economic impact of most self-activating terrorist attacks in comparison with large-scale attacks coordinated by terrorist groups. Whether governments believe that these investments bring a worthwhile return in reducing the numbers of such attacks also carries political and ethical assumptions and it is difficult in a paper such as this to recommend where to strike the balance. Although this paper does not make a specific recommendation in this regard, the authors believe it vital that these issues are taken into consideration. Because something can be done does not necessarily mean it has to be done, especially if this brings undesired consequences.

Furthermore, some of the potential ways forward could be more intrusive, with closer surveillance of some individuals’ financial activity, whether conducted by the private or public sector, and a wider sharing of that information, likely to result. Again, this would generate both practical and ethical issues, given the importance of civil liberties in European societies. If financial institutions were to work more closely with law enforcement and intelligence agencies on the monitoring

of some individuals of potential terrorist concern, appropriate safeguards have to be in place; at the very least the use of secure systems and the vetting of relevant private sector staff, validated by the public sector agencies with which the financial institutions are collaborating. Technological workarounds such as encrypted privacy-enhancing technologies might allow the public sector to monitor the financial activities of such individuals remotely without revealing their subjects of interest to financial institutions or their staff.¹²²
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The table below provides details on the 106 self-activating terrorist cases identified in a review of English language reporting from mainstream national print and broadcast media from all in-scope countries over the period of study (January 2015 and November 2020). Divided by country, the table indicates the number of plots perpetrated by one (‘Solo’), two (‘Dyad’) or three (‘Triad’) individuals and the ideological motivation for the attack, either Islamist extremism (‘Isl/Ex’) or far-right extremism (‘Xrw’). The table also provides a breakdown of the weapons used in these attacks, including blunt weapons (‘Blunt weapon’), edged weapons such as knives or swords (‘Edged weapon’), firearms or guns (‘Firearm’), improvised explosive devices or bombs (‘IED’), vehicles used for attacking victims (‘Vehicle’), and biochemical weapons (‘Biochem’). Cases involving any combination of the other weapon types are logged under the last column (‘Combo’).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Self-Activating Terrorist Cell Size</th>
<th>Ideology</th>
<th>Weapon Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Solo</td>
<td>Dyad</td>
<td>Triad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demark</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>